English II Writing
Expository Prompt

READ the following quotation.

The only way to have a friend is to be one.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

THINK carefully about the following question.

Does friendship involve both giving and receiving?

WRITE an essay explaining what is involved in being a friend.

Be sure to —

• clearly state your thesis
• organize and develop your ideas effectively
• choose your words carefully
• edit your writing for grammar, mechanics, and spelling
Score Point 1

The essay represents a very limited writing performance.

Organization/Progression

- The organizing structure of the essay is inappropriate to the purpose or the specific demands of the prompt. The writer uses organizational strategies that are only marginally suited to the explanatory task, or they are inappropriate or not evident at all. The absence of a functional organizational structure causes the essay to lack clarity and direction.

- Most ideas are generally related to the topic specified in the prompt, but the thesis statement is missing, unclear, or illogical. The writer may fail to maintain focus on the topic, may include extraneous information, or may shift abruptly from idea to idea, weakening the coherence of the essay.

- The writer’s progression of ideas is weak. Repetition or wordiness sometimes causes serious disruptions in the flow of the essay. At other times the lack of transitions and sentence-to-sentence connections causes the writer to present ideas in a random or illogical way, making the essay unclear or difficult to follow.

Development of Ideas

- The development of ideas is weak. The essay is ineffective because the writer uses details and examples that are inappropriate, vague, or insufficient.

- The essay is insubstantial because the writer’s response to the prompt is vague or confused. In some cases, the essay as a whole is only weakly linked to the prompt. In other cases, the writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates a lack of understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions

- The writer’s word choice may be vague or limited. It reflects little or no awareness of the expository purpose and does not establish a tone appropriate to the task. The word choice may impede the quality and clarity of the essay.

- Sentences are very awkward or uncontrolled, significantly limiting the effectiveness of the essay.

- The writer has no command of sentence boundaries and/or little or no command of spelling. Serious and persistent errors in capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions may create disruptions in the fluency of the writing and sometimes interfere with meaning.
Score Point 1
In this very limited writing performance, the writer provides no thesis statement and uses a narrative strategy to tell a story about three friends meeting for the first time instead of addressing the specific demands of the expository prompt. Both the organizing structure and the details provided are inappropriate for the explanatory task causing the essay to be ineffective.
Yes Both giving and receiving it involve those 2 things Because to make the friendship stay alive Really be their friend Because you to talk to them Do not behind there back Do not do anything to get the other mad because if you do it going to be a mess I know the feeling about that because I did it before it was sad I should been nice to my friend a couple weeks ago now she doesn’t even look at me anymore but it ok I deserve it any ways but any ways I still have friends but the one I use to have she gone but she has new friends so it’s say because I never was mean to anyone in my life so I don’t why it occurred to me of being me to other people that was nice to me in the beginning I was heartbroken when I was being rude to her so when I was I stop after that because was respectful and civil for her so I told her sorry and apologize to her and she said it was ok and I told her that I will never do that again because that not friends do to each other like that but yes giving and receiving is good for both friend you and your best friend.

Score Point 1
The writer of this very limited response uses organizational strategies that are only marginally suited to the expository writing task. The progression of ideas is weak due to wordiness and the lack of effective transitions (But anyways I still have friends. But the one I use to have she gone. But she have new friends). In addition, there are serious and persistent errors in punctuation, grammar, and usage, which cause disruptions in the fluency of the writing and interfere with meaning.
Does friendship involve both giving and receiving.
This is what I think about friendship. Yes, I do think friendship involves both giving and receiving.
At some point in time your friends will sometime be there for you, and sometimes they won't be there for you. When you need them to be their for you no matter.
Like for an example, say that I need my friends to be there for me. When I need them to be right beside my side, they'll be there at sometimes, but not all the time. I believe friends is almost just like family.

Score Point 1
In this response, the writer provides the weak thesis that friendship involves both giving and receiving. Although the student attempts to address the prompt using an appropriate hypothetical example, the repetition of the idea that friends should be there for each other, stalls progression. Additionally, details and limited word choice impede the quality of the essay and limit the effectiveness of the essay.
In some cases friendships go good and others not so well. Friendship might have giving and receiving friends or a caring one. And one that doesn't care. Is this true? In my opinion, I think that a friendship requires both giving and receiving. What do you mean by giving and receiving? Giving care, love, support, and receiving all those good things with compassion. Then showing your partner how they made you feel with all the caring support they gave you. So yeah, I do think friendship requires both giving and receiving care for one another.

Score Point 1
The writer of this essay attempts to explain why a friendship requires both giving and receiving. The writer’s response, though, is limited due to vague word choice that creates and ineffective explanation. Repetition disrupts the flow of the essay making it unclear and difficult to follow. Overall, the writer demonstrates a lack of understanding of the expository task.
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Score Point 2

The essay represents a basic writing performance.

Organization/Progression

- The organizing structure of the essay is evident but may not always be appropriate to the purpose or the specific demands of the prompt. The essay is not always clear because the writer uses organizational strategies that are only somewhat suited to the expository task.

- Most ideas are generally related to the topic specified in the prompt, but the writer’s thesis statement is weak or somewhat unclear. The lack of an effective thesis or the writer’s inclusion of irrelevant information interferes with the focus and coherence of the essay.

- The writer’s progression of ideas is not always logical and controlled. Sometimes repetition or wordiness causes minor disruptions in the flow of the essay. At other times meaningful transitions are lacking, and sentence-to-sentence connections are too perfunctory or weak to support the flow of the essay or show the relationships among ideas.

Development of Ideas

- The development of ideas is minimal. The essay is superficial because the writer uses details and examples that are not always appropriate or are too briefly or partially presented.

- The essay reflects little or no thoughtfulness. The writer’s response to the prompt may be artificial and rely on forced patterns of development. In any case, the writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates only a basic understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions

- The writer’s word choice may be general or imprecise. It reflects a basic awareness of the expository purpose but does little to establish a tone appropriate to the task. The word choice may not contribute to the quality and clarity of the essay.

- Sentences may be simplistic, awkward, or only somewhat controlled, weakening the effectiveness of the essay.

- The writer demonstrates a partial command of sentence boundaries and spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions. Distracting errors may be evident, creating some disruptions in the fluency or meaning of the writing, but there is evidence of complete sentences and correct spelling.
friendship does evolve giving and receiving because you share your secrets with them and they share their secrets with you. And on birthdays it's always nice to give your friend a present. In a friendship you should always give advice and receive advice. You should also give support to your friend if they're feeling down. And you should receive support from your friend when you're feeling down. In a friendship I think it should equal and both support each other. In a friendship you should never tell their secrets to anyone or you could break the bond of friendship.

Score Point 2
The writer of this essay lists the ways friends give and receive, but meaningful transitions are lacking and sentence to sentence connections are weak. Since the writer simply presents several vague undeveloped ideas (give advice; give support), the essay remains superficial. This student demonstrates only a basic understanding of the expository task.
Score Point 2

In this basic writing performance, a weak thesis is provided (Me and my friend always stand up for each other’s if something happen to one of our friend we care for them), and a personal anecdote is presented as support. However, imprecise word choice and awkward sentences (For me involving both give and receive is that for friend) weaken the effectiveness of the essay.
Score Point 2

In this basic writing performance, the writer’s thesis is unclear. The organizational strategy of classifying the good and bad things about friends is somewhat suited to the expository task; however, this superficial pattern of development reflects little thoughtfulness. The development of ideas is minimal because the writer only partially presents details and examples. In addition, errors in conventions cause some disruptions in the fluency of the writing.

There’s good things about friends even though

bad. Some good things about having friends

you have people to help you out and you have some

that may encourage you. They may do a

lot of the same things you do like

sports, reading, swimming maybe even chess.

They might like to go shopping

for shoes. And some friends have a good

sense of humor.

Some bad things about friends are the

the friends you call friend may just be

an acquaintance, just someone you talk
too. Some bad qualities in a friend are not

fun experiences. Some may be what we
call headaches. But that’s why we go

through the good to avoid the bad.

Ways to resolve friendship have a sitdown
talk. Make up a fun conversation.

Take mine off the past & focus on

future.
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Score Point 2
This essay attempts to explain how friends get you through the life you live. However, briefly presented ideas and general word choice (standing by each other; looking out for the other; help any way they can; open to each other) limit the quality and clarity of the essay and demonstrate only a basic understanding of the expository writing task.
Score Point 3

The essay represents a satisfactory writing performance.

Organization/Progression

- The organizing structure of the essay is, for the most part, appropriate to the purpose and responsive to the specific demands of the prompt. The essay is clear because the writer uses organizational strategies that are adequately suited to the expository task.
- The writer establishes a clear thesis statement. Most ideas are related to the thesis and are focused on the topic specified in the prompt. The essay is coherent, though it may not always be unified due to minor lapses in focus.
- The writer’s progression of ideas is generally logical and controlled. For the most part, transitions are meaningful, and sentence-to-sentence connections are sufficient to support the flow of the essay and show the relationships among ideas.

Development of Ideas

- The development of ideas is sufficient because the writer uses details and examples that are specific and appropriate, adding some substance to the essay.
- The essay reflects some thoughtfulness and may engage the reader. The writer’s response to the prompt may be original or may connect ideas in interesting ways based on his/her view of the world. In any case, the writer develops the essay in a manner that demonstrates a good understanding of the expository writing task.

Use of Language/Conventions

- The writer’s word choice is, for the most part, clear and specific. It reflects an awareness of the expository purpose and establishes a tone appropriate to the task. The word choice usually contributes to the quality and clarity of the essay.
- Sentences are varied and adequately controlled, for the most part contributing to the effectiveness of the essay.
- The writer demonstrates an adequate command of sentence boundaries and spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and usage conventions. Although some errors may be evident, they create only minor disruptions in the fluency of the writing, and they do not affect the clarity of the essay.
Score Point 3

In this satisfactory writing performance, the writer establishes a clear thesis statement (A true friend would stand behind you no matter what), and the progression of ideas is generally logical and controlled. The personal anecdote about friends supporting the writer during a break-up is appropriate, supports the thesis, and demonstrates a good understanding of the expository writing task. Errors in conventions are evident but do not affect the clarity of the essay.
Does friendship involve both giving and receiving?
Of course it does! That’s the whole purpose of being a friend. A friend is someone who is always there no matter what and have a lot in common. Giving in friendship is amazing and great. Because giving is better than receiving. A friend that gives you love, sets a time to spend time with you, lift you up when you down, and there to make matters straight! That amazing! What more can you ask for. Receiving it makes it 10 times better. Not only you enjoy your friendship, but so does your friend. By you receiving him or her in your life to make you happy is way beyond bliss. There’s nothing better out there than to have friends that truly love you and care for you. So in a friendship, there will always be giving and receiving no matter what! So take the chance and time by you receiving your friend’s hand when you fall and you giving your hand to your friend when he falls down also.

Score Point 3
This writer establishes a clear thesis and sufficiently supports it with appropriate details. The inclusion of rhetorical questions reflects some thoughtfulness, and the writer’s word choice establishes a consistent philosophical tone. This essay represents a satisfactory writing performance.
The way you are being a friend is by always being there for the person. You suppose to listen to his/her problems and give them advice. How to react on what to do, take them to a place where they can cheer up a little to wear. They have a smile on their faces.

Being a friend is really true because if the other person tells you the darkest secret they have, you suppose to keep it a secret. When my friend Monica was so quiet and she looked sad too, I took her to a place were no one could hear us and I said tell me what's wrong. I promise I won't tell. Monica tells me these one thing that happened to her then she says you better not tell. I said didn't I promise I won't. Monica said if you need anything just call me, if you need to cry I will cry with you, if you need to express your feelings with someone I will always be there for you. I was being a true friend and also doing everything to make the other person happy too.

Score Point 3
The writer provides a clear thesis statement (The way you are being a friend is by always being there for the person) and adds some substance to the essay by including an appropriate anecdote about helping a friend during a difficult time. The progression of ideas is generally logical and controlled, and the development demonstrates a good understanding of the expository writing task.